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Abstract
Degenerate modules of the exceptional infinite-dimensional simple
Lie superalgebras vle(3|6), ksle(5|10) and mb(3|8) have recently been
constructed by Kac and Rudakov, and by Grozman, Leites and Shchep-
ochkina. I rederive their results using a formalism which is contragre-
dient to theirs; instead of finding singular vectors in induced modules,
I build reducible tensor modules (“forms”) from elementary differen-
tials. There is a discrepancy between my result for ksle(5|10) and Kac’
and Rudakov’s one.
Since the grade zero subalgebra of vle(3|6) and mb(3|8) is sl(3)⊕
sl(2)⊕ gl(1), gauge theories based on these algebras can be viewed
as a “second-gauged” version of the standard model, where the rigid
sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1) symmetry is made local not only in spacetime (“first
gauging”), but in the internal directions as well. An attempt to con-
struct such a second-gauged theory is presented. Some predictions
regarding the fermion spectrum, absense of new gauge bosons, and CP
violation follow immediately.
1
1 Introduction
The list of vectorial Lie algebras (i.e. algebras of polynomial vector fields)
was conjectured by Lie and proven by Cartan [3]. The analogous prob-
lem in the super case was raised by Kac [9] and completed in [11]; see also
[1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 19, 20, 21, 23, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The list consists of ten
infinite series and five exceptions. In the present paper, I consider the three
exceptional algebras ksle(5|10), vle(3|6) and mb(3|8), where the numbers in-
dicate the super-dimensions of the spaces on which the algebras are realized.
Kac and collaborators denote these algebras E(5|10), E(3|6) and E(3|8). I
use the names designed by Shchepochkina, who first found these algebras,
albeit implicitly and in inconsistently regraded form (vle(4|3) and mb(4|5))
[25]. Kac [11] and Cheng and Kac [5] gave the descriptions as abstract Lie
superalgebras (i.e. generators and brackets were written down), and the
realizations as concrete subalgebras of vect(n|m) (n|m = 5|10, 3|6 and 3|8)
preserving certain equations first appeared in [19].
Every vectorial algebra g admits a grading of depth d and height h:
g = g−d + ...+ g−1 + g0 + g1 + ...+ gh.
In particular, any finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra with finite-dimensional
representations is a vectorial algebra of depth and height 0, because every
such algebra may be embedded into gl(n|m), which admits the realization
xµ∂ν . It has recently been observed [7] that all simple Lie algebras have a
regrading of depth and height 1 (“conformal realization”), except for E8, F4
and G2, which instead have a regrading of depth and height 2 (“quasiconfor-
mal realization”). In fact, every simple finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra
have regradings of depth and height at most 2. Infinite-dimensional vectorial
algebras have infinite height and finite depth. Apart from an inconsistent
regrading of ksle(5|10), mb(3|8) is the unique simple Lie superalgebra of max-
imal depth 3 [11]. The grading is said to be consistent if the odd subspaces
are purely fermionic and the even subspaces purely bosonic. It is known that
the only consistently graded simple algebras are the contact algebras k(1|m)
(a.k.a. the centerless N = m superconformal algebra), the three exceptions
considered in the present paper, and a fourth exception kas(1|6) [11, 22].
The algebras under consideration here can be described as Cartan pro-
longs. This means that one fixes a realization of the finite-dimensional al-
gebra g0 and the nilpotent algebra g− = g−d + ... + g−1 (which is also a
g0 module) as vector fields acting on C
n|m, and define gk recursively for
positive k as the maximal subspace of vect(n|m) satisfying [gk, g−1] ⊂ gk−1.
The prolong is denoted by g = (g−d, ..., g−1, g0)∗ ≡ (g−, g0)∗. We have
vle(3|6) = ((3,1,−2), (3∗,2,−1), sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1))∗ ,
ksle(5|10) = ((5,−2), (10∗,−1), sl(5))∗,
mb(3|8) = ((1,2,−3), (3,1,−2), (3∗ ,2,−1), sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1))∗ .
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Here n denotes the n-dimensional representation of sl(n), n∗ its dual, and
10
∗ = 5∗ ∧5∗ is the ten-dimensional sl(5) module. The spaces g−k are
described as g0 modules.
The explicit description of the algebras as subalgebras of vector fields is
based on the following two observations:
1. Vector fields which preserve some structure, be it a differential form,
a fixed vector field, or equations involving forms or vector fields (Pfaff
equations), automatically generate a closed subalgebra of vect(n|m).
2. The prolong g = (g−, g0)∗ is completely determined by g− and g0.
The idea in [19] was then to redefine the Cartan prolong in the following
geometrical way:
1. Find a realization of g− and g0 in n|m-dimensional space.
2. Find the maximal set of structures preserved by this realization.
3. Define g as the full subalgebra of vect(n|m) preserving those structures.
Since the prolong g is completely determined by g0⋉g−, it is not surpris-
ing that there is a 1-1 correspondence between irreducible g0 and g modules.
This correspondence can be described as follows. Given a g0 module V , one
can construct the corresponding tensor module T (V ), which is equivalent to
(more precisely: contragredient to) the induced module U(g) ⊗U(g0) V . If
T (V ) is irreducible, which is often the case, we are done. Otherwise, a mor-
phism ∇ : T (V ) → T (V ′) exists, and the module ker∇ may be irreducible;
if not, more morphisms must be found. Since cohomology is almost always
absent, we may rewrite ker∇ = im∇′, where ∇′ : T (V ′′)→ T (V ) is another
morphism.
A well-known example is vect(n) = (n, gl(n))∗. Its tensor modules are
tensor densities, which are irreducible except for totally anti-symmetric ten-
sor fields of condegree zero, i.e. differential forms. In this case one morphism,
the exterior derivative d, exists. The space ker d consists of closed forms and
im d of exact forms; for polynomials there is no difference due to Poincare´’s
lemma. With this geometrical picture in mind, I refer to reducible tensor
modules as form modules, and their irreducible quotients as closed form
modules.
The contragredient problem of finding singular vectors in induced mod-
ules was considered by Kac and Rudakov for vle(3|6) [13, 14], and mb(3|8)
and ksle(5|10) [15]. In their notation, induced, degenerate and irreducible
degenerate modules are equivalent to tensor, form and closed form modules,
respectively. The same problem was also considered by Grozman, Leites
and Shchepochkina [6], but unfortunately I have not yet understood their
paper.
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In the present paper I address the same problem from the more geo-
metrical viewpoint of tensor modules. For vle(3|6) and mb(3|8) I find the
same results as Kac and Rudakov (up to contragredience), but my result
for ksle(5|10) differs significantly from theirs. I claim that the morphisms
in their C sector are not invariant, and also that there are two families of
invariant operators apart from their A and B sectors. I also describe an
additional morphism for all algebras: the integral, which even is vect(n|m)
invariant. However, the integral is not local when n ≥ 1, i.e. it is not a
differential operator.
In fact, I only partially prove my results; all first-order operators (∇1)
are shown to be g invariant, but the higher-order operators are only shown
to be g0 invariant. The latter is very easy to prove in tensor formalism,
because it only amounts to matching upper and lower indices. To see how
this comes about, it is instructive to consider the simpler case vect(n). Let
x = (xi), i = 1, 2, ..., n denote the coordinates in Cn, let ∂i = ∂/∂x
i be
the corresponding derivative, and let X = Xi(x)∂i be a vector field. In
particular, g0 = gl(n) is generated by vector fields of the form x
i∂j . The
differential αi = dxi, its dual α¯j, and the volume form v = dx
1dx2...dxn
transform as
LXαi = ∂jXiαj , LX α¯j = −∂jXiα¯i, LXv = ∂iXiv. (1.1)
We now introduce two gradings: the weight z and the degree deg, defined as
in the following table:
xi ∂i α
i α¯j v
z 0 0 1 −1 n
deg 1 −1 1 −1 n
We observe that the exterior derivative d = αi∂i is the unique g0-invariant
differential operator of degree zero which can be constructed using the dif-
ferential αi and the derivatives of degree −1. This is important, because it
turns out that all g-invariant morphisms have degree zero, at least for the
algebras under consideration in this paper. Thus, we can very easily write
down all candidate morphisms, and then check g invariance by hand.
The exterior derivative defines a morphism
d : Ωp → Ωp+1
(1.2)
ωi1..ip(x)α
i1 ..αip 7→ ∂jωi1..ip(x)αi1 ..αipαj .
It is straightforward to prove that d commutes with LX , i.e. LXdω =
d(LXω) for every ω ∈ Ωp. d also acts on the space of dual forms or polyvector
fields Ωp. The invariant pairing between ω ∈ Ωp and υ ∈ Ωp is given by
integration: (υ, ω) =
∫
υω =
∫
∂nx ωi1..ip(x)υ
i1..ip(x). In this case we can
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identify Ωp with Ω
n−p by υi1..ip(x) = ǫi1..ipj1..jn−pωj1..jn−p(x), but such an
identification is impossible in the presence of odd coordinates [2]. The action
of the exterior derivative becomes
d : Ωp → Ωp−1
(1.3)
υi1..ip(x)vα¯i1 ..α¯ip 7→ ∂jυi1..ip−1j(x)vα¯i1 ..α¯ip−1
Finally, the integral defines an invariant morphism
∫
: Ω0 → Ω0. We can
thus summarize the situation as a differential complex:
Ωn
d−→ . . . d−→ Ω0
∫
−→ Ω0 d−→ . . . d−→ Ωn.
In Sections 2–4 the analogous results for the exceptional superalgebras
are presented. Let w∗1 and w
∗
d be the weights of the g0 modules g−1 and
g−d, respectively. It turns out that reducible tensor modules are built from
tensor products of differentials
γa ∈ w∗1 αi ∈ wd
γ¯a ∈ w1 α¯i ∈ w∗d,
where d is the depth. However, dual weights (w1 and w
∗
1, wd and w
∗
d) must
not appear in the same form1. In addition, there is a scalar form v, analogous
to the volume form in the vect(n) case. The weight can immediately be read
off: wk carries weight k, w
∗
k carries weight −k, and by abuse of notation we
denote the weight of the scalar v by v, too. There are thus four sectors of
candidate form modules:
Sector g0 weight z Basis
A mwd + nw
∗
1 + kv md− n+ kv αi1 ..αimγa1 ..γanvk
B mwd + nw1 + kv md+ n+ kv α
i1 ..αim γ¯a1 ..γ¯anv
k
C mw∗d + nw
∗
1 + kv −md− n+ kv α¯i1 ..α¯imγa1 ..γanvk
D mw∗d + nw1 + kv −md− n+ kv α¯i1 ..α¯im γ¯a1 ..γ¯anvk.
To establish that a candidate form module is indeed reducible, one must
check explicitly that a morphism intertwining the g action exists. This
typically only happens for a specific value of k, the power of the scalar form,
and thus we obtain a two-parameter family of form modules. When depth
d = 1, the situation degenerates because w1 and wd are identical, and there
is thus only two sectors. For vect(n), the form modules Ωp correspond to
the D sector and k = 0, and the dual modules Ωp are given by the A sector
with k = 1.
1This is in disagreement with Kac’ and Rudakov’s result [15], whose C sector involves
dual weights.
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For vle(3|6) and mb(3|8), the degree zero subalgebra g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕
gl(1), i.e. the non-compact form of the symmetries of the standard model
in particle physics. This suggests that these algebras may have important
applications to physics [12, 18]2. To my knowledge, this is the only place
where the standard model algebra arises naturally and unambigously in a
mathematically deep context. Note that g0 is not just any subalgebra of g,
but that there is a 1-1 correspondence between g and g0 modules. Therefore,
one may speculate that a g symmetry may be mistaken experimentally for
a g0 symmetry.
With this motivation, in Section 5 I attempt to construct a gauge theory
based on g rather than g0. Given the enormous experimental success of
the standard model, any such theory must be very similar to it. The main
difference is that the fermionic fields in an ordinary gauge theory are func-
tions ψ(x) depending on the spacetime coordinate x, whereas the g-invariant
theory involves fields ψ(x, y) depending also on the coordinates y of an in-
ternal 3|6- or 3|8-dimensional supermanifold. The addition of this internal
space will be called second gauging, for the following reason. Start with a
rigid symmetry g0. The usual (first) gauging replaces g0 with the algebra
map(N, g0) of maps from N -dimensional spacetime to g0. This makes the
symmetry local in spacetime, but it is still rigid in internal space. To make
the symmetry local in internal space as well, we replace g0 with a prolong
g = (g−, g0)∗. This second gauging is of course highly non-unique, since the
prolong depends on the nilpotent algebra g− in addition to g0. However,
if we further require that g be simple, there are only two possibilities for
g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1): vle(3|6) and mb(3|8).
The fermions ψ(x, y), valued in g0 modules, are simply the tensor fields
of map(N, g). However, it does not make much sense to pass from g0 to g if
we were only to consider tensor fields, since all information about these is
already encoded in g0. Therefore, we assume that a g-invariant morphism
∇ exists, i.e. we identify (at least some of) the fermionic fields with the
closed form modules constructed in Sections 2 and 3. However, the na¨ıve
identification of closed form modules with quarks and leptons does not quite
work out neither for vle(3|6) nor for mb(3|8). It is unclear to me how the
quantum numbers of the fundamental fermions should be related to the
closed forms, if it is at all possible. Nevertheless, some experimental predic-
tions are generic: absense of extra gauge bosons beyond the twelve already
present in the standard model, and particle/anti-particle asymmetry (CP
violation). Despite being based on superalgebras, second-gauged theories
are presumably not plagued with supersymmetric partners.
Throughout this paper tensor calculus notation is used. Ai denotes a con-
travariant vector and Bj a covariant vector. Repeated indices, one up and
one down, are implicitly summed over (Einstein convention). Derivatives are
2 Note that the definition of mb(3|8) in [18] is flawed.
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denoted by various types of d’s (d, ∂ and ð). ǫab, ǫijk and ǫijklm denote the
totally anti-symmetric constant symbols in C2, C3 and C5. When dealing
with the non-positive subalgebra g0⋉g−, all parities are known and it is con-
venient to explicitly distinguish between anti-symmetric (straight) and sym-
metric (curly) brackets: [A,B] = −[B,A] and {A,B} = {B,A}. For general
vector fields X = Xi(x)∂i (always assumed to be homogeneous in parity),
the (straight) brackets are graded in the usual way: [X,Y ] = −(−)XY [Y,X],
where the symbol (−)X is +1 on bosonic components and −1 on fermionic
ones. The sign convention is that X acts as
LX∂j = −(−)jX∂jXi∂i,
(1.4)
LXdxi = (−)(X+i+j)j∂jXidxj .
There are some special relations valid in two dimensions only, which are
needed in Sections 2 and 3:
φa = ǫabφb, φa = ǫabφ
b, (1.5)
ǫabǫbc = δ
a
c , ǫ
abǫcb = −δac , (1.6)
φaψa = −φaψa, (1.7)
ǫabφc + ǫbcφa + ǫcaφb = 0, (1.8)
φaψb − φbψa = −ǫabφcψc. (1.9)
Here ǫab is the totally skew constant tensor in two dimensions and ǫab its
inverse; ǫ12 = ǫ21 = +1 and ǫ
21 = ǫ12 = −1. We use these constants to raise
and lower sl(2) indices.
2 vle(3|6)
Consider C3|6 with basis spanned by three even coordinates ui, i = 1, 2, 3
and six odd coordinates θia. Let deg θia = 1 and degu
i = 2. The graded
Heisenberg algebra has the non-zero relations
[∂j , u
i] = δij , {dia, θjb} = δijδab , (2.1)
where ∂i = ∂/∂u
i and dia = ∂/∂θia. Consider the vector fields
3
Ei = ∂i, D
ia = dia + ǫijkθaj ∂k, (2.2)
which generate the nilpotent algebra g˜−:
{Dia,Djb} = 2ǫijkǫabEk,
(2.3)
[Dia, Ej ] = [Ei, Ej ] = 0.
3In [19] these vector fields were denoted by E˜i and D˜
ia, whereas the untilded notation
was reserved for the generators of g−. Since the latter is of no particular interest in the
present paper, the tildes on the former are dropped to avoid unnecessarily cumbersome
notation.
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Any vector field in vect(3|6) has the form
X = Qi∂i + Piad
ia = Q˜i∂i + PiaD
ia, (2.4)
where
Q˜i = Qi − (−)XǫijkθajPka. (2.5)
vle(3|6) is the subalgebra of vect(3|6) which preserves the dual Pfaff equation
Dia = 0, i.e. X ∈ vle(3|6) iff
[X,Dia] = −(−)XDiaPjbDjb. (2.6)
This leads to the condition
DiaQ˜j = −2(−)XǫijkP ak . (2.7)
In particular, we have the symmetry relations
DiaQ˜j = −DjaQ˜i. (2.8)
Alternatively, vle(3|6) preserves the form
αi = dui − ǫijkθaj dθka (2.9)
up to a factor, i.e.
LXαi = ∂jQ˜iαj . (2.10)
Explicitly,
X = Vf = f
i∂i − 14 (−)f ǫijkDiaf jDka, (2.11)
where f = f i(θ, u)∂i is a vector field acting on C
3|6 and Diaf j = −Djaf i.
The vle(3|6) tensor modules are labelled by the g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1)
weights (p, q; r; z), p, q, r ∈ N, z ∈ Z, where pπ1 + qπ2 is an sl(3) weight,
r is an sl(2) weight and z is a gl(1) weight (the eigenvalue of the grading
operator). A typical element in the tensor module T (p, q; r; z) has the form
f(θ, u)φ
i1..ip|a1..ar
j1..jq
, where f(θ, u) is a polynomial function and φ
i1..ip|a1..ar
j1..jq
is
totally symmetric in i1..ip, j1..jq and a1..ar. From (2.6) and (2.10) we see
that among tensor modules, the differentials αi ∈ T (1, 0; 0; 2) and γia ∈
T (1, 0; 1;−1) transform particularly simply:
LXαi = ∂jQ˜iαj , LXγia = −(−)XDiaPjbγjb. (2.12)
Dual differentials α¯i ∈ T (0, 1; 0;−2) and γ¯ia ∈ T (0, 1; 1; 1) transform as
LX α¯i = −∂iQ˜jα¯j , LX γ¯ia = (−)XDjbPiaγ¯jb. (2.13)
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If we assume that αi and γ¯ia are fermions, we can construct a density
form v = α1α2α3 = γ¯11γ¯12γ¯21γ¯22γ¯31γ¯32; v ∈ T (0, 0; 0; 6) and its dual v¯ ∈
T (0, 0; 0;−6) transform as
LXv = ∂iQ˜iv = (−)XDiaPiav,
(2.14)
LX v¯ = −∂iQ˜iv¯ = −(−)XDiaPiav¯.
The weight z and the degree deg are defined by
θia u
i dia ∂i α
i α¯i γ
ia γ¯ia v v¯
z 0 0 0 0 2 −2 −1 1 6 −6
deg 1 2 −1 −2 2 −2 −1 1 6 −6
According to the principles set out in the introduction, candidate g-invariant
morphisms are differential operators which only involve the fermionic deriva-
tive Dia, have degree zero, and are invariant under g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1).
The complete list of such morphisms is given by4
∇1 = γ¯iaDia,
∇2 = ǫabα¯iα¯jvDiaDjb,
∇3 = ǫijkγ¯laγ¯mbγ¯ncαlαmαnv¯DiaDjbDkc,
(2.15)
∇4 = ǫijkǫcdγ¯laγ¯mbαmDiaDjbDkcDld,
∇6 = ǫijkǫlmnǫbeǫcf γ¯paγ¯qdαpαqDiaDjbDkcDldDmeDnf ,∫
θ
= ǫijkǫlmnǫadǫbeǫcfvD
iaDjbDkcDldDmeDnf
It is straightforward to check that any other candidate morphism is either
identically zero or the composite of two morphisms from the list (2.15). The
weights of the candidate morphisms can immediately be read off; it is also
indicated in the subscript.
∇1 ∇2 ∇3 ∇4 ∇6
∫
θ
z 1 2 3 4 6 6
(2.16)
Form modules can be constructed from the differentials (2.12), (2.13)
and (2.14). The action of the morphisms on the differentials and their duals
is given by
αiα¯j = α¯jα
i = δij , γ
iaγ¯jb = γ¯jbγ
ia = δijδ
a
b , vv¯ = v¯v = 1, (2.17)
4 Kac and Rudakov [14] find two different morphisms ∇′4 and ∇
′′
4 , but they seem to be
identical, although they of course act on different spaces.
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i.e. α¯i = ∂/∂α
i, γ¯ia = ∂/∂γ
ia, v¯ = ∂/∂v, etc. Therefore, a form may not
contain differentials and dual differentials of the same type. The basic form
is
ω = ωi1..iq|a1..ar(θ, u)α¯ir+1 ...α¯iq γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯irar ,
(2.18)
= ωi1..iq|a1..ar(θ, u)αiq+1 ...αir γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯irar ,
where ωi1..iq|a1..ar(θ, u) is a polynomial function, completely symmetric in
i1..iq and a1..ar, and the two expressions hold when q ≥ r and q ≤ r,
respectively. Clearly, ω ∈ T (0, q; r;−2q + 3r) ≡ ΩD(q, r). For generic
q, r, we assume that the morphism is first order in the fermionic deriva-
tive Dia. Inspection of the list (2.15) shows that it must be of the form
∇1 : ΩD(q, r)→ ΩD(q + 1, r + 1). Explicitly,
∇1ω = S(Djbωi1..iq|a1...ar)α¯ir+1 ...α¯iq γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯irar γ¯jb, (2.19)
if q ≥ r, and a similar expression when q ≤ r. S() indicates that all indices
inside the parentheses are symmetrized, e.g.
S(Djbω) = Djbω,
S(Djbωi|) = (Djbωi| +Dibωj|),
(2.20)
S(Djbω|a) = (Djbω|a +Djaω|b),
S(Djbωi|a) = (Djbωi|a +Dibωj|a +Djaωi|b +Diaωj|b).
Let us prove that this formula defines a morphism in the case q = r = 0.
Then ω = ω(θ, u) is an ordinary function (so z = 0), and ∇1ω = Djbωγ¯jb.
Now,
LX∇1ω = (−)XDjbPiaγ¯jbDiaω + γ¯iaX(Diaω), (2.21)
and
(−)X∇1(LXω) = (−)X γ¯jbDjb(Xω)
(2.22)
= (−)X γ¯jb
(
(−)XXDjbω + (DjbX)ω
)
.
It is straightforward to see that these expressions are equal, using the defi-
nition (2.6) of vle(3|6) vector fields in the form (DjbX) = DjbPiaDia. Hence
LX∇1 = (−)X∇1LX , i.e. ∇1 : ΩD(0, 0) → ΩD(1, 1) is an vle(3|6)-invariant
morphism. The proof that (2.19) is invariant is similar for non-zero q and
r. When q 6= r one must use (2.6) and
DiaEkQ˜
j +DjaEkQ˜
i = Ek(D
iaQ˜j +DjaQ˜i) = 0, (2.23)
in view of (2.8) and [Dia, Ek] = 0.
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Similarly, consider forms of the type
ω = ωi1..ip|a1..ar(θ, u)α
ir+1 ...αipγi1a1 ...γirar ,
(2.24)
= ωi1..ip|a1..ar(θ, u)α¯ip+1 ...α¯irγ
i1a1 ...γirar ,
where ωi1..ip|a1..ar(θ, u) is a polynomial function and the two expressions
hold when p ≥ r and p ≤ r, respectively. Clearly, ω ∈ T (p, 0; r; 2p − 3r) ≡
ΩA(p, r). There is a morphism ∇1 : ΩA(p, r)→ ΩA(p− 1, r − 1), defined by
∇1ω = Djbωi1..ip−1j|a1...ar−1b(θ, u)αir ...αip−1γi1a1 ...γir−1ar−1 (2.25)
when p ≥ r, and a similar expression when p ≤ r. It is straightforward to
prove vle(3|6) invariance directly as in the ΩD case, but it is easier to note
that if ω ∈ ΩA(p, r) and υ ∈ ΩD(p, r), there is an invariant pairing
(ω, υ) =
∫
d3ud6θ ωi1..ip|a1..ar(θ, u)υ
i1..ip|a1..ar(θ, u). (2.26)
The pairing is invariant because the volume element has weight zero. The
morphism (2.25) can now be defined in terms of (2.19) by (∇1ω, υ) =
(ω,∇1υ).
There are two more types of form modules. ω ∈ ΩB(p, r) ≡ T (p, 0; r; 2p+
3r + 6) has the form
ω = ωa1..ari1..ip (θ, u)α
i1 ...αip+r γ¯ip+1a1 ...γ¯ip+rarv (2.27)
The morphism ∇1 : ΩB(p, r)→ ΩB(p− 1, r + 1) is given by
∇1ω = S(Djbωa1..ari1..ip−1j(θ, u))αi1 ...αip+r γ¯ipa1 ...γ¯ip+r−1ar γ¯ip+rbv. (2.28)
Note the presence of the scalar form v which contributes +6 to z; it is needed
to make the morphism invariant. Dually, ω ∈ ΩC(q, r) ≡ T (0, q; r;−2q −
3r − 6) has the form
ω = ω
i1..iq
a1..ar(θ, u)α¯i1 ...α¯iq+rγ
iq+1a1 ...γiq+rar v¯. (2.29)
The morphism ∇1 : ΩC(q, r)→ ΩC(q + 1, r − 1) is given by
∇1ω = S(Djbωi1..iqa1..ar−1b(θ, u))α¯i1 ...α¯iq+r−1α¯jγiq+1a1 ...γiq+r−1ar−1 v¯. (2.30)
The form modules are summarized in the following table, where p, q, r ≥
0 and the weight z is the eigenvalue of the grading operator.
Form z Basis Condition
ΩA(p, r) 2p − 3r αir+1 ...αipγi1a1 ...γirar p ≥ r
α¯ip+1 ...α¯irγ
i1a1 ...γirar p ≤ r
ΩB(p, r) 2p + 3r + 6 α
i1 ...αip+r γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯irarv
ΩC(q, r) −2q − 3r − 6 α¯i1 ...α¯iq+rγi1a1 ...γirar v¯
ΩD(q, r) −2q + 3r α¯ir+1 ...α¯iq γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯irar q ≥ r
αiq+1 ...αir γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯irar q ≤ r
(2.31)
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The morphisms ∇1 acting on ΩA(p, r), ΩB(p, r) and ΩC(q, r) are only
defined provided that p ≥ 0 and r ≥ 0 in the target module (this condition
is automatically satisfied for ΩD(q, r)). Since all morphisms must be con-
nected into infinite complexes (remember that the irreducible quotients can
be written as ker∇ = im∇′), there must be some other morphisms acting on
the remaining modules. By g0 invariance, these morphisms must be taken
from the candidate list (2.15). All we have to do now is to fill the missing
morphisms from the candidate list, making sure to match all weights, in-
cluding the gl(1) weight z given in (2.16). In particular, the factors of v and
v¯ must match. We find the following morphisms:
∇1 : ΩA(p, r)→ ΩA(p− 1, r − 1), p 6= 0, r 6= 0
ΩB(p, r)→ ΩB(p− 1, r + 1), p 6= 0
ΩC(q, r)→ ΩC(q + 1, r − 1), r 6= 0
ΩD(q, r)→ ΩD(q + 1, r + 1),
∇2 : ΩA(p, 0)→ ΩB(p − 2, 0), p 6= 0, 1
ΩC(q, 0)→ ΩD(q + 2, 0),
∇3 : ΩA(0, r)→ ΩC(0, r − 3), r 6= 0, 1, 2
ΩB(0, r)→ ΩD(0, r + 3),
∇4 : ΩA(0, 2)→ ΩD(1, 0),
ΩA(1, 0)→ ΩD(0, 2),
∇6 : ΩA(0, 1)→ ΩD(0, 1),
(2.32)
In addition, the integral defines a morphism∫
d3ud6θ : ΩA(0, 0) → ΩD(0, 0),
(2.33)
ω(θ, u)→
∫
d3ud6θ ω(θ, u).
The integral is invariant under all of vect(3|6) and thus in particular under
vle(3|6). However, integration over bosonic coordinates is not a differen-
tial operator, which is why it was not seen by Kac and Rudakov [13, 14].
Otherwise, my result is in perfect agreement with theirs. The situation is
summarized in Figure 1.
3 mb(3|8)
Consider C3|8 with basis spanned by three even coordinates ui, i = 1, 2, 3,
six odd coordinates θia, and two more odd coordinates ϑ
a. Let deg θia = 1,
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Figure 1: vle(3|6) form modules and morphisms.
First quadrant: ΩA(p, r) = (p, r) = T (p, 0; r; 2p − 3r).
Second quadrant: ΩB(p, r) = (p,−r) = T (p, 0; r; 2p + 3r + 6).
Fourth quadrant: ΩC(q, r) = (−q, r) = T (0, q; r;−2q − 3r − 6).
Third quadrant: ΩD(q, r) = (−q,−r) = T (0, q; r;−2q + 3r).
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deg ui = 2 and deg ϑa = 3. The graded Heisenberg algebra has the non-zero
relations
{ðb, ϑa} = δab , [∂j , ui] = δij , {dia, θjb} = δijδab , (3.1)
where ∂i = ∂/∂u
i, dia = ∂/∂θia, and ða = ∂/∂ϑa. The vector fields
Dia = dia − 3ǫijkθaj ∂k + ǫijkθaj θbkðb − uiða,
Ei = ∂i − θai ða, (3.2)
F a = ða,
satisfy the nilpotent Lie superalgebra g˜−:
{Dia,Djb} = −6ǫijkǫabEk,
(3.3)
[Dia, Ej ] = 2δ
i
jF
a,
and all other brackets vanish. Any vector field in vect(3|8) has the form
X = Raða +Q
i∂i + Piad
ia = R˜aða + Q˜
iEi + PiaD
ia, (3.4)
where
Q˜i = Qi + 3(−)XǫijkθajPka,
(3.5)
R˜a = Ra + (−)XθaiQi + 2ǫijkθai θbjPkb − uiP ai .
mb(3|8) is the subalgebra of vect(3|8) which preserves the dual Pfaff equation
Dia = 0, where Dia was defined in (3.2). In other words, X ∈ mb(3|8) iff
[X,Dia] = −(−)XDiaPjbDjb, (3.6)
which leads to the conditions
DiaQ˜j = 6(−)XǫijkP ak ,
(3.7)
DiaR˜b = −2(−)XǫabQ˜i.
In particular, we have the symmetry relations
DiaQ˜j = −DjaQ˜i, (3.8)
DiaR˜b = −DibR˜a.
Alternatively, mb(3|8) may be defined as the subalgebra of vect(3|8) under
which the forms
αi = dui + 3ǫijkθaj dθka,
(3.9)
βa = dϑa − uidθai + θai dui + 2ǫijkθai θbjdθkb.
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transform as
LXαi = EjQ˜iαj − (−)XðaQ˜iβa,
(3.10)
LXβa = (−)XðbR˜aβb.
Explicitly,
X ≡ Mf = faða + 14 (−)fDiafaEi + 148ǫijkDiaDjbfbDka, (3.11)
where f = fa(θ, u, ϑ)ða is a vector field acting on C
3|8, Diaf b = −Dibfa
and DiaDjbfb = −DjaDibfb. Note that (−)f = +1 if f is an even vector
field, i.e. fa is an odd function.
The mb(3|8) tensor modules are labelled by the g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1)
weights (p, q; r; z), p, q, r ∈ N, z ∈ Z, where pπ1 + qπ2 is an sl(3) weight,
r is an sl(2) weight and z is a gl(1) weight (the eigenvalue of the grading
operator). A typical element in the tensor module T (p, q; r; z) has the form
f(θ, u)φ
i1..ip|a1..ar
j1..jq
, where f(θ, u) is a polynomial function and φ
i1..ip|a1..ar
j1..jq
is totally symmetric in i1..ip, j1..jq and a1..ar. From (3.6) and (3.10) we
see that among tensor modules, the differentials αi ∈ T (1, 0; 0; 2), βa ∈
T (0, 0; 1; 3) and γia ∈ T (1, 0; 1;−1) transform particularly simply:
LXαi = EjQ˜iαj ,
LXβa = (−)XðbR˜aβb, (3.12)
LXγia = −(−)XDiaPjbγjb.
The transformation law for αi has been modified compared to (3.10); this is
permissible because βa transforms irreducibly by itself.
Dual differentials α¯i ∈ T (0, 1; 0;−2), β¯a ∈ T (0, 0; 1;−3) and γ¯ia ∈
T (0, 1; 1; 1) transform as
LX α¯i = −EiQ˜jα¯j ,
LX β¯a = −(−)XðaR˜bβ¯b, (3.13)
LX γ¯ia = (−)XDjbPiaγ¯jb.
If we assume that αi, βa and γ¯ia are fermions, we can construct a scalar
density v = α1α2α3 = β1β2 = γ¯11γ¯12γ¯21γ¯22γ¯31γ¯32; v ∈ T (0, 0; 0; 6) and its
dual v¯ ∈ T (0, 0; 0;−6) transform as
LXv = EiQ˜iv = (−)XðaR˜av = (−)XDiaPiav,
(3.14)
LX v¯ = −EiQ˜iv¯ = −(−)XðaR˜av¯ = −(−)XDiaPiav¯.
Define the weight z and the degree deg by
θia u
i ϑa dia ∂i ða α
i α¯j β
a β¯a γ
ia γ¯ia v v¯
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 −2 3 −3 −1 1 6 −6
deg 1 2 3 −1 −2 −3 2 −2 3 −3 −1 1 6 −6
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As for vle(3|6), we build form modules using the elementary differentials
(3.12). The action of the morphisms on the differentials and their duals is
given by
αiα¯j = α¯jα
i = δij , β
aβ¯b = β¯bβ
a = δab ,
(3.15)
γiaγ¯jb = γ¯jbγ
ia = δijδ
a
b , vv¯ = v¯v = 1.
A form may not contain differentials and dual differentials of the same type.
Since there are three types of differentials, apart from the scalar density v,
one might try to write down form depending on four parameters, e.g.
ω = ωi1..iq|a1..ar(θ, u, ϑ)α¯is+1 ...α¯iq β¯as+1 ...β¯ar γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯isasv
k. (3.16)
However, when one demands g invariance it turns out that αi and α¯j can
not be used. Eq. (2.23) is replaced by
DiaEkQ˜
j +DjaEkQ˜
i = 2(δikF
aQ˜j + δjkF
aQ˜i) 6= 0, (3.17)
because [Dia, Ej ] = 2δ
i
jF
a from (3.3). Hence the candidate form modules
are built only from differentials βa, γia, v, and their duals.
After tedious calculations, completely analogous to the vle(3|6) case, we
find the following form modules:
Form z Basis Condition
ΩA(p, r) −4p+ 3r − 6 γi1a1 ...γipapβap+1 ...βar v¯ r ≥ p
γi1a1 ...γipap β¯ar+1 ...β¯ap v¯ r ≤ p
ΩB(p, r) −4p− 3r − 12 γi1ar+1 ...γipar+p β¯a1 ...β¯ap+r v¯2
ΩC(q, r) 4q + 3r + 6 γ¯i1ar+1 ...γ¯iqar+qβ
a1 ...βaq+rv
ΩD(q, r) 4q − 3r γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯iqaq β¯aq+1 ...β¯ar r ≥ q
γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯iqaqβ
ar+1 ...βaq r ≤ q
(3.18)
where p, q, r ≥ 0 and z is the eigenvalue of the grading operator.
According to the principles set out in the introduction, candidate g-
invariant morphisms are differential operators which only involve the fermionic
derivative Dia, have degree zero, and are invariant under g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕
gl(1). The complete list of such morphisms is obtained from (2.15) by the
substitutions
αi = γiaβ¯av, α¯i = γ¯iaβ
av¯. (3.19)
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Thus,
∇1 = γ¯iaDia,
∇2 = ǫabγ¯icγ¯jdβcβdv¯DiaDjb,
∇3 = ǫijkβ¯aβ¯bβ¯cv2DiaDjbDkc,
(3.20)
∇4 = ǫijkǫcdγ¯laβ¯bvDiaDjbDkcDld,
∇6 = ǫijkǫlmnǫbeǫcf β¯aβ¯dv2DiaDjbDkcDldDmeDnf ,∫
θ
= ǫijkǫlmnǫadǫbeǫcfvD
iaDjbDkcDldDmeDnf .
To fill in the missing morphisms, we again choose from the candidate
list above, and make sure to match powers of v. This works out in the same
way as for vle(3|6), except for the ∇6 arrow. The relevant weights are
∇6 ΩA(0, 1) ΩD(0, 1)
z(vle(3|6)) 6 −3 3
z(mb(3|8)) 6 −3 −3
Thus
∇6 : ΩA(0, 1)→ ΩD(0, 1)
is a well-defined vle(3|6) morphism, because z(∇6) + zA(0, 1) = zD(0, 1),
but it is not an mb(3|8) morphism. However, since zA(0, 1) = zD(0, 1) in
mb(3|8), the ∇6 arrow can be replaced by the identity map.
To summarize:
Theorem 3.1 The degenerate mb(3|8) tensor modules are ΩA(p, r) =
T (p, 0; r;−4p + 3r − 6), ΩB(p, r) = T (p, 0; r;−4p − 3r − 12), ΩC(q, r) =
T (0, q; r; 4q + 3r + 6), ΩD(q, r) = T (0, q; r; 4q − 3r), (p, q, r ≥ 0). The mor-
phisms are the same as in (2.32), except that the ∇6 arrow is replaced by
the identity map (since ΩA(0, 1) = ΩD(0, 1) = T (0, 0; 1;−3)). The integral
morphism reads∫
d3ud6θd2ϑ : ΩA(0, 0) → ΩD(0, 0),
ω(θ, u, ϑ)v¯ 7→
∫
d3ud6θd2ϑω(θ, u, ϑ).
The morphisms can be illustrated by the Figure 1, which is the same as
for vle(3|6). This result is superficially different from what Kac and Rudakov
find [15], because they work in a contragredient formalism. Agreement is
found if we redefine (p, q) → (q, p), z → −z, ΩA ↔ ΩD, and ΩB ↔ ΩC5.
Again, they do not consider the non-local integral, which explains the hole
in the middle of their Figure 1.
5It is not clear to me why their arrows are not reversed.
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4 ksle(5|10)
Consider C5|10 with basis spanned by five even coordinates ui, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and ten odd coordinates θij = −θji. Let deg θij = 1 and deg ui = 2. The
graded Heisenberg algebra has the non-zero relations
[∂j , u
i] = δij , {dij , θkl} = δikδjl − δjkδil , (4.1)
where ∂i = ∂/∂u
i and dij = −dji = ∂/∂θij . Consider the vector fields
Dij = dij + 12ǫ
ijklmθkl∂m,
(4.2)
Ek = ∂k,
which generate the superalgebra
{Dij ,Dkl} = 2ǫijklmEm,
(4.3)
[Dij , Ek] = [Ek, El] = 0.
Any vector field in vect(5|10) has the form
X = Qi∂i +
1
2Pijd
ij = Q˜i∂i +
1
2PijD
ij, (4.4)
where the 12 is necessary to avoid double counting and
Q˜i = Qi + 14(−)XǫijklmθjkPlm. (4.5)
ksle(5|10) is the subalgebra of svect(5|10) (divergence-free vector fields)
which preserve the dual Pfaff equation Dij = 0. For convenience, we will
adjoin the grading operator Z = 2ui∂i +
1
2θijd
ij to ksle(5|10), and thus
consider the non-simple algebra ksle(5|10) = (5,10∗, gl(5))∗. Hence X ∈
ksle(5|10) iff
[X,Dij ] = −12(−)XDijPklDkl (4.6)
which leads to the condition
DijQ˜k = (−)XǫijklmPlm. (4.7)
In particular, we have the symmetry relations
DijQ˜k = DjkQ˜i = −DikQ˜j . (4.8)
Alternatively, ksle(5|10) can be defined as the vector fields which preserve
the form
αi = dui + 14ǫ
ijklmθjkdθlm (4.9)
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up to a factor:
LXαi = ∂jQ˜iαj . (4.10)
Explicitly,
X ≡ Uf = f i∂i + 124 (−)f ǫijklmDijfkDlm, (4.11)
where f = f i(θ, u)∂i is a vector field acting on C
5|10, Dijfk = Djkf i =
−Dikf j, and ∂if i = 0.
The ksle(5|10) tensor modules are labelled by the sl(5) weights (p, q, r, s) =
pπ1+qπ2+rπ3+sπ4, p, q, r, s ∈ N, and a gl(1) weight z ∈ Z (the eigenvalue of
the grading operator). A typical element in the tensor module T (p, q, r, s; z)
has the form f(θ, u)φ
i1..ip|k1l1..kqlq
j1..js|m1n1..mrnr
, where f(θ, u) is a polynomial function
and φ
i1..ip|k1l1..kqlq
j1..js|m1n1..mrnr
is totally symmetric in i1..ip, k1l1..kqlq, m1n1..mrnr,
and j1..js, and anti-symmetric under k1l1 → l1k1 and m1n1 → n1m1, etc.
From (4.6) and (4.10) we see that among tensor modules, the differentials
αi ∈ T (1, 0, 0, 0; 2) and γij ∈ T (0, 1, 0, 0;−1) transform particularly simply:
LXαi = ∂jQ˜iαj , LXγij = −12(−)XDijPklγkl. (4.12)
Dual differentials α¯i ∈ T (0, 0, 0, 1;−2) and γ¯ij ∈ T (0, 0, 1, 0; 1) transform as
LX α¯i = −∂iQ˜jα¯j , LX γ¯ij = 12(−)XDklPij γ¯kl. (4.13)
If we assume that αi and γ¯ia are fermions, we can construct a density form
v = α1α2α3α4α5 = γ¯12γ¯13γ¯14γ¯15γ¯23γ¯24γ¯25γ¯34γ¯35γ¯45; v ∈ T (0, 0, 0, 0; 10) and
its dual v¯ ∈ T (0, 0, 0, 0;−10) transform as
LXv = ∂iQ˜iv = 12(−)XDijPijv,
(4.14)
LX v¯ = −∂iQ˜iv¯ = −12(−)XDijPij v¯.
Forms can be constructed from the differentials (4.12), with the following
action on the differentials and their duals:
αiα¯j = α¯jα
i = δij, γ
ij γ¯kl = γ¯klγ
ij = δikδ
j
l − δilδjk, vv¯ = v¯v = 1. (4.15)
Therefore, a form may not contain differentials and dual differentials of the
same type. The basic form is
ω = ωi1..is|j1k1..jrkr(θ, u)α¯i1 ...α¯is γ¯j1k1 ...γ¯jrkr ,
where ωi1..is|j1k1..jrkr(θ, u) is a polynomial function, totally symmetric in
i1..is, anti-symmetric under jmkm ↔ kmjm, and symmetric under jmkmjnkn ↔
jnknjmkm. Clearly, ω ∈ T (0, 0, r, s; r−2s) ≡ ΩD(s, r). There is a morphism
∇1 : ΩD(s, r)→ ΩD(s, r + 1), defined by
∇1ω = S(Dlmωi1..is|j1k1..jrkr(θ, u))α¯i1 ...α¯is γ¯j1k1 ...γ¯jrkr γ¯lm, (4.16)
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where the indices lm are symmetrized with j1k1..jrkr, e.g.
S(Dlmωi1..is|) = Dlmωi1..is|,
S(Dlmωi1..is|j1k1) = Dlmωi1..is|j1k1 +Dj1k1ωi1..is|lm,
(4.17)
S(Dlmωi1..is|j1k1j2k2) = Dlmωi1..is|j1k1j2k2 +
+Dj1k1ωi1..is|lmj2k2 +Dj2k2ωi1..is|lmj1k1 .
The verification that (4.16) indeed defines a morphism involves (4.6) in the
form
(DijX) = 12D
ijPklD
kl, (4.18)
(4.8) and [Dij, Ek] = 0.
Using similar calculations one proves that there are four sectors of form
modules, as summarized in the following table. Here p, q, r, s ≥ 0 and the
weight z is the eigenvalue of the grading operator.
Form sl(5) weight z Basis
ΩA(p, q) (p, q, 0, 0) 2p− q αi1 ...αipγj1k1 ...γjqkq
ΩB(p, r) (p, 0, r, 0) 2p+ r α
i1 ...αip γ¯j1k1 ...γ¯jrkr
ΩC(s, q) (0, q, 0, s) −2s− q α¯is ...α¯isγj1k1 ...γjqkq
ΩD(s, r) (0, 0, r, s) −2s+ r α¯i1 ...α¯is γ¯j1k1 ...γ¯jrkr
The first-order morphisms which have been constructed are of the form
∇1 : ΩA(p, q)→ ΩA(p, q − 1), q 6= 0
ΩB(p, r)→ ΩB(p, r + 1),
ΩC(s, q)→ ΩC(s, q − 1), q 6= 0
ΩD(s, r)→ ΩD(s, r + 1),
(4.19)
Note that
ΩA(p, 0) = ΩB(p, 0), ΩA(0, q) = ΩC(0, q),
(4.20)
ΩD(s, 0) = ΩC(s, 0), ΩD(0, r) = ΩB(0, r),
because no explicit factors of the scalar differential v appear. Therefore,
all morphisms are already connected into infinite complexes. Nevertheless,
there are more morphisms. First of all, the integral is vect(5|10) invariant,
so there is a map∫
d5ud10θ : ΩX(0, 0) → ΩX(0, 0),
(4.21)
ω(θ, u) 7→
∫
d5ud10θ ω(θ, u)
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(the module at the origin is the same for all four sectors). Moreover, there
exist further differential operators that only involve the fermionic derivative
Dij, have degree zero, and are invariant under g0 = sl(5)⊕ gl(1). The
complete list of such morphisms is given by
∇1 = γ¯ijDij,
∇2 = ǫijklmǫnpqrsαiαnDjpDkqDlrDms, (4.22)∫
θ
= vD12D13D14D15D23D24D25D34D35D45.
It is natural to conjecture that ∇2 acts on the modules with q = 0 and
r = 0, which thus have two ingoing and two outgoing morphisms:
∇2 : ΩA(p, 0)→ ΩB(p+ 2, 0),
∇2 : ΩC(s, 0)→ ΩD(s− 2, 0),
The situation (conjectured for ∇2 but proven for ∇1) is summarized in
Figure 2.
This result disagrees with what Kac and Rudakov find in [15]. They find
three sectors, with sl(5) weights
A = (p, q, 0, 0), B = (0, 0, r, s), C = (p, 0, 0, s). (4.23)
The first two sectors are the same as my ΩA and ΩD forms, and the omission
of ΩB and ΩC is not a problem, since they only conjecture completeness of
their list. However, I am not able to verify that the tensor modules of type
(p, 0, 0, s) are reducible. The alleged morphism is, in the notation of the
present paper,
∇C = (α¯i ∂
∂αj
− α¯j ∂
∂αi
)Dij, (4.24)
when acting on tensor fields of the form
ωj1..jsi1..ipα
i1 ...αip α¯j1 ...α¯js . (4.25)
When acting on pure powers, i.e. modules which involve either αi or α¯j but
not both, we have identified αi = ∂/∂α¯j and α¯j = ∂/∂α
i. This identification
is not possible here, because it would make ∇C ≡ 0. Moreover, I have
verified that the simplest case,
∇C : (1, 0, 0, 0) → (0, 0, 0, 1),
(4.26)
ωiα
i 7→ Dijωiα¯j
is in fact not ksle(5|10) invariant. Hence I conclude that tensor modules of
type C are not form modules.
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Figure 2: ksle(5|10) form modules and morphisms. The modules on the
q = 0 or r = 0 axis has been split into two to give a clearer view of the
arrows. The loop at the origin is the integral morphism. Existence of the
arrows denoted by ∇2 is conjectural.
First quadrant: ΩA(p, q) = (p, q) = T (p, q, 0, 0; 2p − q).
Second quadrant: ΩB(p, r) = (p,−r) = T (p, 0, r, 0; 2p + r).
Fourth quadrant: ΩC(s, q) = (−s, q) = T (0, q, 0, s;−2s − q).
Third quadrant: ΩD(s, r) = (−s,−r) = T (0, 0, r, s;−2s + r).
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5 A second-gauged standard model
The potential interest of the exceptional superalgebras is based on the fol-
lowing two observations:
1. The grade zero subalgebra of vle(3|6) and mb(3|8) is g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕
gl(1), i.e. the non-compact form of the symmetries of the standard
model in particle physics.
2. mb(3|8) is the unique superalgebra of maximal depth 3 in its consistent
gradation.
Even if depth in the technical sense does not necessarily mean profound, the
technical and informal usages of the word are related; maximal depth essen-
tially means that the algebra has the most intricate and beautiful structure
possible. The richest conceivable local symmetry is hence intimately related
to the symmetries of the standard model; there is a 1-1 correspondence
between irreducible modules. It is therefore very tempting to construct a
gauge theory with a local mb(3|8) symmetry, and in this section a first step
in this direction is taken. We do not limit ourselves to the exceptional su-
peralgebras, but consider the general case of replacing a finite-dimensional
symmetry g0 by a quite general class of infinite-dimensional symmetries g.
Due to the shortage of letters, indices in this section are not related to in-
dices with identical names in previous sections. Moreover, we ignore all
superalgebra sign factors and pretend that we are dealing with ordinary Lie
algebras. This is of course not correct, but keeping track of signs will only
complicate matters and obscure the main points.
Let Ja, a = 1, 2, ...,dim g0 be the generators of the finite-dimensional Lie
algebra g0 ⊂ gl(n|m) with structure constants fabc:
[Ja, Jb] = fabcJ
c. (5.1)
Let yi, i = 1, ..., n, n + 1, ...n +m be the coordinates of Cn|m, and let ∂i =
∂/∂yi be the corresponding derivatives. Then g0 can be realized as vector
fields of the form Ja = −̺jai yi∂j . Let Di = ∂/∂yi + ... be n+m first order
derivatives, which generate a closed nilpotent algebra g˜− which is also a g0
module:
[Di,Dj ] = gij
kDk
(5.2)
[Ja,Dj ] = ̺
ia
j Di.
The structure constants gij
k and ̺iaj are assumed to respect the grading, i.e.
gij
k = 0 unless deg yi + deg yj = deg yk and ̺iaj = 0 unless deg y
i = deg yj.
Any vector field X ∈ vect(n|m) can be expanded in the Di basis: X =
Xi(y)Di. Clearly,
[X,Y ] = XiDiY
jDj − Y jDjXiDi + gijkXiY jDk. (5.3)
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Now consider the vector fields X whose bracket with Di is of the form
[Di,X] ≡ DiXkDk + gijkXjDk = h¯jlikDjXkDl (5.4)
for some structure constants h¯jlik which also preserve the grading: h¯
jl
ik = 0
unless deg yj + deg yl = deg yi + deg yk. Setting h¯jlik = δ
j
i δ
l
k + h
jl
ik, (5.4) can
be rewritten as
gij
lXj = hjlikDjX
k. (5.5)
This equation defines the subalgebra g ⊂ vect(n|m).
Define σija to be the inverse of the projection ̺
ia
j :
̺iaj σ
j
ib = δ
a
b , ̺
ia
j σ
k
la ≈ δilδkj . (5.6)
The notation ≈ is defined to mean equality when contracted with DjXi.
Thus, the second relation above should be interpreted to mean DjX
i =
̺iaj σ
k
laDkX
l for every X ∈ g. Note that this relation can not hold for arbi-
trary vector fields, but only for vector fields in g. It is now straightforward
to prove that
LX = X +DjXiσjiaT a ≡ X +DjXiT ji (5.7)
satisfies [LX ,LY ] = L[X,Y ], with [X,Y ] as in (5.3), provided that
σkiaσ
l
jbf
ab
c ≈ δliσkjc − δkj σlic
(5.8)
+hklmiσ
m
jc − hlkmjσmic + hlmij σkmc − hkmji σlmc
(≈ indicates that the relation holds when contracted with DkXiDlY j, for all
X,Y ∈ g.) There are cases were relations of this type exist; the exceptional
Lie superalgebras provide examples, which follows from the explicit descrip-
tions of their tensor modules. The generators T ij satisfy gl(n|m) weakly:
[T ij , T
k
l ] ≈ δkj T il − δilT kj . (5.9)
We thus have the projection g ։ gl(n|m) : T a = ̺iaj T ji and the injection
g →֒ gl(n|m) : T ij ≈ σjiaT a. The transformation laws can be read off from
(5.7); e.g., a vector and a covector transform as
LXγi = −Xγi +DjXiγj,
(5.10)
LXψj = −Xψj −DjXiψi.
The symmetry of the gauge theory is not g itself, but rather the associ-
ated current algebra map(N, g); it does not matter if g = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1),
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vle(3|6), or mb(3|8) here. We must hence develop the representation the-
ory of the algebra of maps from N -dimensional spacetime to an infinite-
dimensional vectorial algebra g. There is one important complication com-
pared to the situation when g is finite-dimensional.
Actually, we consider the larger algebra vect(N)⋉map(N, g) obtained
by adding spacetime diffeomorphisms vect(N). This algebra is clearly a
subalgebra of vect(N)⋉map(N, vect(n|m)) ⊂ vect(N + n|m), the algebra of
diffeomorphisms in N + n|m-dimensional space which preserve the splitting
into an N -dimensional base space and an n|m-dimensional fiber. Any such
vector field can be decomposed into horizonal and vertical parts: (ξ,X) =
(ξµ(x)∂µ,X
i(x, y)Di), where x = x
µ, µ = 1, 2, ..., N , is the spacetime co-
ordinate and ∂µ = ∂/∂x
µ the corresponding derivative. The bracket in
vect(N)⋉map(N, g) takes the form
[ξ, η] = ξµ∂µη
ν∂ν − ην∂νξµ∂µ,
[ξ,X] = ξµ∂µX
iDi, (5.11)
[X,Y ] = XiDiY
jDj − Y jDjXiDi + gijkXiY jDk.
The corresponding Lie derivatives are
Lξ = ξ + ∂νξµT νµ ,
(5.12)
LX = X +DjXiσjiaT a + ǫ∂νXiT νi ,
where
[T µν , T
ρ
σ ] = δ
ρ
νT
µ
σ − δµσT ρν ,
[T µν , T
ρ
j ] = δ
ρ
νT
µ
j ,
(5.13)
[T a, T µj ] = ̺
ia
j T
µ
i ,
[T µi , T
ν
j ] = [T
µ
ν , T
a] = 0.
Note the appearence of the last term in the expression for LX . The constant
ǫ can take on any value without violating the representation condition. The
point is that if we set ǫ 6= 0, vectors in internal space acquire spacetime
components as well. In particular, (5.10) is replaced by
LXγµ = −Xγµ,
LXγi = −Xγi +DjXiγj + ǫ∂νXiγν ,
(5.14)
LXψν = −Xψν − ǫ∂νXiψi,
LXψj = −Xψj −DjXiψi.
Thus (γµ, γi) and (ψν , ψj) carry reducible but indecomposable representa-
tions of map(N, g), with γµ and ψj being the irreducible submodules. If we
set ǫ = 0, assume that X is of the form X = Xa(x)̺
ja
i y
i∂j , and consider
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the action on y-independent functions only, the expression for LX becomes
LX = Xa(x)T a, which is recognized as the natural realization of the cur-
rent algebra map(N, g0). However, when we consider the full algebra g the
restriction to y-independent functions is not meaningful.
The standard model enjoys extreme experimental success, so any at-
tempt to modify it must in some sense stay very close to it. A natural
strategy is to start from the standard model action and make the minimal
modifications necessary to elevate the g0 symmetry to a g symmetry. Focus
on the Yang-Mills-Dirac part:
SD =
∫
dNx ψ¯(x)γµDµψ(x),
(5.15)
Dµ ≡ ∂µ +Aaµ(x)T a,
which leads to the massless Dirac equation γµDµψ(x) = 0. It is now tempt-
ing to simply replace the spacetime fields with functions of both x and y:
ψ(x, y), ψ¯(x, y) and Aaµ(x, y). However, this does not work. One readily
verifies that
LX∂νψ = −X∂νψ −DjXiσjiaT a∂νψ
(5.16)
−∂νXiDiψ − ∂νDjXiσjiaT aψ.
The last term can be compensated by demanding that the connection Aaµ
transforms as
LXAaµ = −XAaµ − f bcaXbAcµ − ∂µXiAai + σjia∂µDjXi, (5.17)
but the third term forces us to introduce components Djψ in the internal
directions as well. In other words, (∂νψ,Djψ) transforms as the vector
(ψν , ψj) in (5.14) with ǫ = 1. There is no way that we can choose ǫ =
0 to make the vector’s spacetime components decouple from its internal
components.
It is now easy to see that the simplest g-invariant generalization of (5.15)
is
SD =
∫
dNx dn|my ψ¯(x, y)(γµDµ + γi(x, y)Di)ψ(x, y),
Dµ = ∂µ +Aaµ(x, y)T a, (5.18)
Di = Di +Aai(x, y)T a,
where LX acts on γµ as (5.14) with ǫ = 1 and on Aaµ as (5.17), and ψ and
ψ¯ transform contragrediently:
LXψ = −Xψ −DjXiσjiaT aψ,
(5.19)
LX ψ¯ = −Xψ¯ +DjXiσjiaψ¯T a.
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Clearly, all formulas simplify if we combine spacetime and internal com-
ponents into a single (N +n|m)-dimensional vector. Let capital letters from
the middle of the alphabeth denote combined indices, e.g. I = (µ, i) =
1, ..., N + n+m. The Dirac action (5.18) becomes
SD =
∫
dNx dn|my ψ¯(x, y)D/ψ(x, y), (5.20)
where
D/ ≡ γI(x, y)DI , DI = (∂µ,Di) +AaI(x, y)T a. (5.21)
Given this covariant derivative we can construct the Yang-Mills field strength
FaIJT
a = [DI ,DJ ] and the Yang-Mills action
SYM =
∫
dNx dn|my
√
ggIKgJLFaIJF
a
KL. (5.22)
Explicit factors of the metric gIK and the density
√
g have been intro-
duced. The metric is defined in terms of the gamma matrices γI(x, y) =
(γµ, γi(x, y)) as usual: {γI(x, y), γJ (x, y)} = 2gIJ (x, y). Note that even if
we may consider the spacetime components γµ and gµν to be constants (as
long as we restrict spacetime diffeomorphisms vect(N) to its Poincare´ sub-
algebra), the internal components γi(x, y) can not be constants because of
(5.14). We are therefore forced to consider a curved metric in internal space,
even though spacetime curvature is zero. This issue will not be pursued fur-
ther here.
A generic conclusion is that we can not consider spacetime to be entirely
separated from the internal space; a non-zero value of the parameter ǫ in
(5.14) forces us to combine spacetime and internal indices into a single entity.
However, unlike the situation in presently popular theories, spacetime and
internal directions are intrinsically different from the outset.
The action S = SD + SYM (and perhaps more terms as well) is a g-
invariant generalization of the g0-invariant standard model action. However,
if this would be the final goal, passage from g0 to the prolong g = (g−, g0)∗
would hardly be very interesting, because all information about g tensor
modules is already encoded in g0. The genuinely new information in g is
about form modules, i.e. tensor modules which are reducible even though
the corresponding g0 module is irreducible. So we demand that the fermions
satisfy not only the massless Dirac equation
D/ψ(x, y) = 0, (5.23)
but also the closedness condition
∇ψ(x, y) = 0, (5.24)
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where ∇ is a g-invariant morphism of the type constructed in previous sec-
tions. It follows from (5.14) that every such ∇, which only involves the
internal derivative Di, can be trivially extended to a map(N, g)-invariant
morphism. It is clear that (5.24) is compatible with (5.23) and that non-
zero solutions exist. Namely, a sufficient condition for (5.24) to hold is
Diψ(x, y) = 0, which makes ψ(x, y) independent of the internal coordinate
y. The Dirac equation then reduces to
γI(x, y)DIψ(x, y) = γµDµψ(x) = 0, (5.25)
which is the usual Dirac equation in flat spacetime. Since any solution to
(5.25) solves (5.23) and (5.24), we conclude that non-trivial solutions exist.
However, I have failed to construct an action which produces both (5.23)
and (5.24). The closest approximation is obtained by introducing two La-
grange multipliers λ and χ and their conjugates λ¯ and χ¯. Assume that there
are morphisms ∇ and ∇′:
. . . −→ χ ∇′−→ ψ ∇−→ λ −→ + . . . , (5.26)
and duals morphisms, denoted by the same letters:
. . .←− χ¯ ∇′←− ψ¯ ∇←− λ¯←− + . . . . (5.27)
These diagrams indicate how the objects transform; e.g., λ transforms as
∇ψ, etc. From (5.24) it follows that ψ¯ is also a closed form, i.e.
∇′ψ¯ = 0. (5.28)
The two closedness conditions can now be enforced by the following Lagrange
multiplier action:
SLag =
∫
dNx dn|my (λ¯∇ψ +∇′ψ¯χ)
(5.29)
= −
∫
dNx dn|my (∇λ¯ψ + ψ¯∇′χ).
The Euler-Lagrange equations for the fermions become
D/ψ −∇′χ = 0, ∇ψ = 0,
DI ψ¯γI +∇λ¯ = 0, ∇′ψ¯ = 0.
(5.30)
Since ψ and ∇′χ transform in the same way, it is tempting to assume that
they are proportional. If m is the proportionality constant, the equation for
ψ becomes D/ψ −mψ = 0. Hence the closedness condition (5.24) effectively
gives rise to a mass-like term.
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It is known that left- and right-handed spinors transform differently un-
der internal transformations, so the term (5.29) is in fact not invariant.
To remedy this, we need to split both ψ and the multipliers into left- and
right-handed parts, and assume that these belong to different form mod-
ules. Moreover, we need spacetime scalars to translate between the two
complexes. These scalars are reminiscent of Higgs fields, which is natural
because they arise for the same reason: terms like ψ¯RψL and λ¯R∇ψL are
not invariant.
It is now time to specialize to g0 = sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1) and g = vle(3|6)
or g = mb(3|8). We first note that the bosons are gauge bosons, i.e. they
are modelled by connections. The g connection AaI(x, y)T
a depends on
the internal directions and it has more components than the g0 connection
Aaµ(x)T
a has, but it is still a g0-valued function with a twisted module
action; we still have a = 1, 2, ...,dim g0. Thus, the gauge bosons are 1-
1 with the generators of g0. A gauge theory based on vle(3|6) or mb(3|8)
predicts precisely the 12 gauge bosons of the standard model, no more and
no less:
g0 weight Charges
(1, 1; 0; 0) 0 Gluons sl(3) gauge bosons
(00; 2; 0) 1, 0,−1 W+,W−, Z sl(2) gauge bosons
(00; 0; 0) 0 Photon gl(1) gauge boson
We next turn to the assignment of the fundamental fermions, i.e. quarks
and leptons, which we want identify with closed form modules. The assign-
ment of sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1) weights to fermions is standard and can be found
e.g. in [8], and the corresponding form modules are simply read off from
(2.31) and (3.18). The electric charge is computed by means of the Gell-
Mann-Nishijima formula: Q = I3+Y/2, where I3 is the su(2) highest weight
and weak hypercharge Y = Z/3 is identified with the grading operator up
to a factor 1/3.6
6My normalization of the gl(1) eigenvalue differs from Kac and Rudakov [13, 14, 15] by
this factor 1/3. They want their normalization to agree with weak hypercharge in physics,
whereas I prefer to use integers throughout.
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g0 weight Charges
(0, 1; 1; 1) 23 ,−13

uL
dL



cL
sL



tL
bL


(0, 1; 0; 4) 23 uR cR tR
(0, 1; 0;−2) −13 dR sR bR
(0, 0; 1;−3) 0,−1

νeL
eL



νµL
µL



ντL
τL


(0, 0; 0;−6) −1 eR µR τR
(1, 0; 1;−1) −23 , 13

u˜R
d˜R



c˜R
s˜R



t˜R
b˜R


(1, 0; 0;−4) −23 u˜L c˜L t˜L
(1, 0; 0; 2) 13 d˜L s˜L b˜L
(0, 0; 1; 3) 0, 1

ν˜eR
e˜R



ν˜µR
µ˜R



ν˜τR
τ˜R


(0, 0; 0; 6) 1 e˜L µ˜L τ˜L
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The best assignment possible is described by the following table:
g0 weight z vle form z(vle) mb form z(mb)
(0, 1; 1; 1)

uL
dL

 1 ΩD(1, 1) 1 ΩD(1, 1) 1
(0, 1; 0; 4) uR 4 ΩC(1, 0) −8 ΩD(1, 0) 4
(0, 1; 0;−2) dR −2 ΩD(1, 0) −2 ΩC(1, 0) 10
(0, 0; 1;−3)

νeL
eL

 −3 ΩA(0, 1) −3 ΩD(0, 1) −3
(0, 0; 0;−6) eR −6 ΩC(0, 0) −6 ΩC(0, 0) 6
(1, 0; 1;−1)

u˜R
d˜R

 −1 ΩA(1, 1) −1 ΩA(1, 1) −7
(1, 0; 0;−4) u˜L −4 ΩB(1, 0) 8 ΩA(1, 0) −10
(1, 0; 0; 2) d˜L 2 ΩA(1, 0) 2 ΩB(1, 0) −16
(0, 0; 1; 3)

ν˜eR
e˜R

 3 ΩD(0, 1) 3 ΩA(0, 1) −3
(0, 0; 0; 6) e˜L 6 ΩB(0, 0) 6 ΩB(0, 0) −12
The assignment of fermions is illustrated in Figure 3.
It is quite remarkable that it is possible to fit the sl(3)⊕sl(2) weights
of all fundamental fermions so snugly in the list of form modules. It is e.g.
not at all possible to identify the sl(3) gauge bosons with forms, due to the
(1, 1) sl(3) weight. On other hand, we know that the gauge bosons must be
connections, so identifying them with form modules is out of the question
anyway. However, not all gl(1) weights come out correctly. vle(3|6) predicts
that the right-handed u quark uR should have z = −8, which disagrees with
the correct value z = 4 (Y = 4/3) by two units of hypercharge. Similarly,
the left-handed u anti-quark u˜L has z = 8 versus the correct z = −4. For
mb(3|8) the discrepancy is even bigger, but here the error in z is constant
in each of the four sectors:
A B C D
∆z −6 −18 +12 0
Upon second quantization, the g0-invariant fermions in the standard model
become field operators which satisfy the Clifford algebra
{ψ¯(x), ψ(x′)} = δN (x− x′). (5.31)
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Figure 3: Assignment of first-generation fermions for vle(3|6) (left) and
mb(3|8) (right). White = particles and black = anti-particles. Circles =
left-handed and squares = right-handed. The arrows in the middle indicate
the overall direction of the morphisms, and the sectors are labelled as in
Figure 1.
Similarly, we assume that the g-invariant fermions satisfy the Clifford alge-
bra
{ψ¯(x, y), ψ(x′, y′)} = δN (x− x′)δn|m(y − y′). (5.32)
Elimination of the second delta function requires precisely one integration
over internal space. The simplest way to relate (5.31) and (5.32) is to put
ψ(x) = ψ(x, y0), ψ¯(x) =
∫
dn|my ψ¯(x, y), (5.33)
where y0 is a constant, because
∫
dn|my δn|m(y − y0) = 1. For mb(3|8), this
integral adds +6 to the weight for the anti-fermions, which leaves us with
the following errors:
A B C D
∆z 0 −12 +12 0
(5.34)
For vle(3|6) the volume form has weight zero (vle(3|6) vector fields are di-
vergence free), so integration does not change hypercharge.
It is more difficult to reconcile the values of z in sector C, but this
problem could be related to the “wedge product”, i.e. the mapping of a pair
of form modules into a new one. In the D sector, we can define a map in
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the natural way:
∧ : ΩD(q, r)⊗ ΩD(q′, r′) −→ ΩD(q + q′, r + r′)
f(y)γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯iqaq β¯aq+1 ...β¯ar ⊗ g(y)γ¯j1b1 ...γ¯jq′bq′ β¯bq′+1 ...β¯br′ 7→
7→ f(y)g(y)γ¯i1a1 ...γ¯iqaq γ¯j1b1 ...γ¯jq′bq′ β¯aq+1 ...β¯ar β¯bq′+1 ...β¯br′ .
In terms of g0 weights,
∧ : (0, q; r; 4q − 3r)⊗ (0, q′; r′; 4q′ − 3r′)→
(5.35)
→ (0, q + q′; r + r′; 4(q + q′)− 3(r′ + r′)).
However, the wedge product in the C sector must be defined by
∧ : (0, q; r; 4q + 3r + 6)⊗ (0, q′; r′; 4q′ + 3r′ + 6)→
(5.36)
→ (0, q + q′; r + r′; 4(q + q′) + 3(r′ + r′) + 6).
The total value of z is (4q+3r+6)+(4q′+3r′+6) to the left but only 4(q+
q′) + 3(r′+ r′) + 6 to the right; six units of z (i.e. two units of hypercharge)
have been “eaten” by the wedge product. A reasonable conclusion is that
the interpretation of the value of z in the C sector is unclear. It might be
possible to add an overall multiple of 6, but this multiple should be the same
for all modules in the sector. After addition of ∆z = −12 to the C sector
(and ∆z = +12 to the B sector), the hypercharge assignments agree with
the standard model.
Suitable wedge products can be defined in other sectors similarly; the
wedge product between forms from different sectors involves contraction of
dual indices. The wedge product appears in Figure 1 simply as vector addi-
tion; associativity and graded commutativity follows immediately because
vector addition has these properties. There is some ambiguity when the re-
sults ends on some of the coordinate axes, since then there are two different
form modules with different value of z. It is remarkable that the fundamental
fermions in the first generation are exactly right to make it possible to build
all form modules from wedge products. It might appear from Figure 3 that
there are too many fermions, but we must keep in mind that the fermions
are spinors as well, so there is an extra quantum number due to spin.
A g0 gauge theory is symmetric under interchange of particles and anti-
particles, but not the g theory. In Figure 3, CP amounts to a reflection in
the origin, but the direction of the morphisms (indicated by the diagonal
arrow) is unchanged. To obtain complete reflection, we must also reverse
the direction of all morphisms, which can be interpreted as time reversal T.
Thus CPT is conserved, at least in this figure7, but CP and T are mani-
festly broken. Note the difference to the standard model, where breaking
7Kac and Rudakov [15] claim that CPT is violated for mb(3|8), but the relevance to
the present model is unclear to me. Of course, ψ and ψ¯ are treated completely differently
in (5.33), but this equation is not intrinsic; its purpose is to establish a link to the usual
standard model.
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of CP is dynamical but not manifest. The inequivalence of dual modules is
completely analogous to the difference between contravariant and covariant
tensors: conventional in gl(N), but substantial in vect(N). Only covariant
skew tensor fields admit a morphism, the exterior derivative.
Despite the fact that vle(3|6) and mb(3|8) are superalgebras, it seems
that no supersymmetric partners arise in the second-gauged theories. The
multiplets have both bosonic and fermionic components, but the weights
are the same as for sl(3)⊕sl(2)⊕gl(1) and only the lowest-weight states are
identified with particles. However, this point requires further study.
We have identified fermions in the first generation with form modules.
What about the second and third generations? Since later generations have
the same quantum numbers as the first, the natural thing is to combine
several generations, i.e. g0 modules, into a single g module. However, the
decomposition of the g form modules into irreducible g0 modules has not
yet been studied.
All considerations in this paper are classical. Quantization of a second-
gauged theory will presumably encounter problems similar to those in quan-
tum gravity. On the mathematical side, the construction of Fock modules
with the normal ordering prescription gives rise to a higher-dimensional
generalization of the Virasoro algebra; such modules were first constructed
for vect(N) by Rao and Moody [24] and in the super case by myself [16].
It is clear that every vectorial Lie superalgebra g ⊂ vect(n|m) have simi-
lar Fock representations; the geometrical construction in [17] goes through
also for superalgebras. However, ordinary quantization methods only work
when the symmetry algebras have no or possibly central extensions, and the
Virasoro-like cocycle is non-central except for algebras of linear growth.
We conclude with a summary of the main features and predictions of the
second-gauged standard model based on mb(3|8):
1. All fermions in the first generation can be identified with closed form
modules, but the assignment of hypercharge is unclear, maybe wrong.
2. All closed form modules can be built by taking suitably defined wedge
products of the fundamental fermions.
3. The gauge bosons acquire more components, but there are still only
dim g0 = 12 different types.
4. There are presumably no supersymmetric partners, since irreducible g
modules, and hence fundamental particles, are labelled by g0 weights.
5. The symmetry between particles and anti-particles is manifestly bro-
ken.
6. Several generations might arise by decomposing g irreps into g0 irreps.
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7. The internal space must be combined with spacetime, but internal
directions are nevertheless fundamentally different from the spacetime
directions.
Although there are shortcomings, in particular concerning the unclear as-
signment of hypercharge, I believe that this list is sufficiently close to exper-
imental data to merit further study of the second-gauged standard model.
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